✶ Color By Number✶
Can you color the butterﬂy below
using the number code that
corresponds with each color?
Or make up your own code and
create a different color scheme.

✶ JOKE TIME ✶
I don’t have lungs or a chest, but
I need air; I am not alive, but I grow;
I don’t have a mouth and I’m allergic
to water. What am I ?
Fire

✶ WORDS TO REMEMBER ✶
Forgiveness: the act of forgiving, the act of excusing a
mistake or offense.

Example: Katrina asked Master Lee for forgiveness
after he had to remind her to pay attention during class
instruction.

✶WISE QUOTES✶
“Forgiveness is the key to action and freedom.”
— Hannah Arendt
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✶ UNSCRAMBLE CORNER ✶

Can you unscramble the words below that describe things that you
might experience in April?

✶ CROSSWORD FUN ✶

Complete the crossword puzzle below.

1. paidrrno
2. udsclo
3. rwessoh
4. llumrbea
5. gpnSri
6. hennussi
7. dywni
8. dbsu

11. lowefrs
12. neerg
13. piesupp
14. tiesk
15. ittenks

Down
1. _____ begin to bloom in April.
2. Trees turn _____ in April.
3. You need an _____ in April.
5. April arrives during the _____ season.
7. How many days are there in April?
Down
1. FLOWERS
2. GREEN
3. UMBRELLA
5. SPRING
7. THIRTY

10. sellbaba

Across
1. April is a ______ month.
4. The weather is ______ in April than in March.
6. Which holiday is usually celebrated in April?
8. April is usually a wet month because of the _____?
9. What is the fourth month of the year?

Answers:
Across
1. FUN
4. WARMER
6. EASTER
8. RAIN
9. APRIL

9. dtueois

Answers: 1. raindrop, 2. clouds, 3. showers, 4. umbrella, 5. Spring, 6. sunshine, 7. windy, 8. buds, 9. outside, 10. baseball,
11. ﬂowers, 12. green, 13. puppies, 14. kites, 15. kittens

